ROSS Version 2.16.7 Release Notes

This is a synopsis of the new and corrected functionality included in ROSS version 2.16.7. The primary objective for this release is to resolve long-term defects affecting users in the application.

Installation

Users will need to uninstall their existing client, and download and install the new client after the deployment.

New or Changed Functionality

- Reference Data Management Tool: Catalog data for Aircraft, Crew and Equipment is now accessible to other systems via a web service.
- Resource Clearinghouse: Data stewards now have the ability to delete records, as long as the record is a Clearinghouse record. Merge of two ROSS resources is no longer allowed in the Clearinghouse.
- The Dispatcher Dashboard can now be launched from the Reports menu in ROSS.

Reports Changes

- None.

Defects Fixed in this Version

- The View Resource screen now displays the correct Current Operating Base.
- The error text of messages returned to Altaris CAD for a user account with a temporary password has been corrected to include the username.
- The issue causing an endless “Querying Data” window when creating a support request is fixed.
- “Merge” resource in the Clearinghouse no longer creates a duplicate resource in ROSS.
- Adding a user to ROSS no longer causes an update in the Clearinghouse.
- Unit of Issue no longer incorrectly displayed on Pre-Orders tab of New Request screen.
- Release of a Reserved resource is no longer allowed from the Incident Resources screen.
- Special Needs with white-space only no longer displays a Y in the Special Needs column.
- Deleting a selection area no longer causes a “hung” request when attempting to release a resource on a request that was placed via the deleted selection area.
- Vendor representatives are now prevented from also being Overhead Web Access users.
- Both standard and privileged accounts (when applicable) are now updated when a user’s information is updated in NAP.
- Sorting the grid on the Add Airport screen from Incident screen no longer removes results.
- Shipping address can now be selected when editing a request from non-NFES to NFES.
- Unfilling a group that has a non-inventory resource (Fill with Agreement, etc) now deletes the resource such that it does not continue to display as an Available resource in the system.
- Merge incident processing corrected for a reassigned group that has a subordinate which has been further reassigned.
- The role synchronization process has been corrected to correctly handle user accounts that are associated with an overhead resource.
- Duplicate history entry (for Enter) is no longer created when filling a subordinate with a non-local resource.
- Tentative release now works for a prepositioned group with a non-local resource that is on a non-preposition assignment.
• Issues causing duplicate usernames in ROSS have been fixed.
• VIPR DPL update fixed for resources that are in the middle of being transferred to a different dispatch.
• A non-local support request that has been Cancelled and Restored is now displayed on Request Status for the incident dispatch.
• Editing from Tentative Release to Release for a prepositioned resource that is being released to home now updates both the non-preposition and preposition requests.
• An issue that caused some merged incidents to show No for “Can Be Closed” has been fixed.
• The role synchronization process has been fixed such that it does not get stuck in a “running” status.
• A user issued request block can now be updated to system generated, as long as no requests have been created within it.
• An error when editing a release from Release to Tentative Release has been corrected.
• An issue that sometimes prevented a resource from being reassigned to a request that it was previously unfilled from has been fixed.
• An issue that sometimes caused resource to not be displayed on Web Status for a Government Representative has been fixed.
• Issue with endless “working bar” when searching for Provider on the Fill with Agreement screen has been fixed.
• Improvements have been made to the speed of the ROSS login process.
• An error on the Search screen in the Clearinghouse has been corrected, when filtering for deleted resources and then back to all resources.
• Documentation created in ROSS due to a “Merge” action in the Clearinghouse now contains the user name of the Clearinghouse data steward.
• Release to Home is no longer allowed for a prepositioned parent that has a subordinate that has been reassigned away from the group. This prevents unrecoverable travel overlap errors later on for the subordinate.

Additional Change Requests
• The ROSS ESB has been upgraded to webMethods v9.10.
• The ROSS database has been upgrade to Oracle 11g.